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an innovative, wearable solution 
to the global food waste problem

CHUCK is a three-part alert system that is designed 
to help users monitor and correct users food waste 
disposal habits. The design is inspired by daily 
behavior of throwing away trash and shaking food 
scraps off a plate. 

abstract

As our world becomes more digital, technological, and mobile, our whole lives are being embedded in small 
devices that are carried in the palm of our hand and our wrist. Our research group wanted to explore how 
wearable technology could help solve the growing environmental problem of food waste from reaching 
landfills and ultimately contributing to greenhouse gas emissions. 
This idea motivated us to envision CHUCK — a wireless bracelet which works in concert with object 
recognition sensors, placed on disposal bins, and a mobile application.

We initially developed a working prototype of CHUCK and together we 1. have established needs and wants, 
identifying those aspects of CHUCK that best support the usability 2. are iteratively co-designing and testing 
several materials and sizes that fit users preference 3. will define the pattern language of interaction for this 
technology-human system; and 4. will evaluate the efficacy of CHUCK through participant design. 

Wearable technology on the wrist which 
communicates with disposal bins and CHUCK app. 

• houses LittleBit technology and batteries
• activated when user in range of disposal bins
• movement of the bracelet through a “chucking” 

motion will trigger a vibration that user can feel 
and will remind user to dispose waste correctly

• receives information from disposal bin sensor
• sends this information to the CHUCK app

A small proximity and image recognition sensor 
attached to any disposal bin (trash, recycle, or 
compost) on the rim. 

• activates bracelet when in close proximity 
• image recognition sensor detects if user disposed 

properly or improperly
• sends information to bracelet

The complimentary app to the bracelet can be 
installed on any mobile device. 

• inform users how to dispose waste in correct bins
• receives information from bracelet
• alerts user with a notification if waste was 

disposed properly 
• track disposal on a daily, weekly, monthly basis
• social feature allows users to compare footprint 

with friends

product delphi method

survey

We conducted a study using the Delphi Method in which we asked a panel 
of three design experts on their opinions on the bracelet design. The 
experts converged their answers after three rounds of questioning. 

Qualities of bracelet aesthetic that were investigated:
 Shape: rounded square, not rigid 
 Color: neutral tones, have options for personalization
 Size: smaller, adjustable 
 Placement: on the wrist like a bracelet

With our prototype, we conducted a survey with 5 college students 
(mean age = 19.8) Participants were introduced to the project with a brief 
statement followed by a demo video. Then the participants filled out an 
online usability questionnaire. 

How likely would you use CHUCK?

C

Fig. 1 image of CHUCK 3.0 

Fig. 9 image of delphi method survey being conducted with three experts

Fig. 2 collage of full system integration 

Fig. 4 image of CHUCK 3.0

Fig. 3 image of LittleBits in CHUCK 1.0

scenario

I think CHUCK is easy to use.

I found CHUCK simple.

The functions were well integrated.
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Fig. 5 collage CHUCK 1.0 and image sensor on disposal bin

Holly is on lunch 
break so she takes 

out her lunch.

She cannot finish 
her food since she 

is full and lunch 
break is over.

She walks to the 
bins and CHUCK 

vibrates reminding 
her to compost.

The CHUCK app 
notifies her how 

much she wasted 
compared to her 

friends. 

We formulated a common scenario in which CHUCK would be used. This 
helped to inform our design and how our product should function in the 
real world. *these images are of CHUCK 1.0, which is not the latest model 
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Fig. 6 collage of system integration 

Fig. 14 scenario photographs

Fig. 7 CHUCK 3.0 in different colors


